
THE PROPHETIC SIGNS OF PASSOVER 2012 IN THE HEAVENS OVER JERUSALEM 

By The RAMYK for All Israel Given Aviv 15  

 

Genesis 1:14-16. Stars co-rule the night sky with the moon, but also speak of times! PROPHETIC TIMES!  

 

Genesis 1:16-reads in the Hebrew as follows “the lesser light to rule the night, the stars ALSO!” It is NOT an afterthought, 

but part of a primary thought! 

 

Revelation 22:13-15. Only the clean become wives of Messiah! Exodus 12:15-Cutting off of those who don’t prepare 

properly, so that only 7 clean unleavened wives remain! First Corinthians 5:6-8. 

 

Amos 5:8-YHWH called and named the 7 stars Pleiades and the Messiah-Orion to teach us how to enter and inherit the 

Kingdom! Seek HIS handiwork! 

 

VENUS ENTERS TAURUS the Bull on April 3
rd

 to inspect His wives. Who is His wife?  

 

In Deuteronomy 33:17, we are told prophetically that the horns of a bull will push Efrayim, the ten northern tribes into 

exile, into the earth’s four corners. The convergence of the 7 stars, the 7 sisters of Pleiades, with Venus, accompanied very 

closely by Jupiter and later joined by the Sun itself, speaks of a “new day” and the redemption and end of the exile of 

Efrayim and Jewish Israel. The 2, horns can also represent Judah and Efrayim, Israel’s two houses. Proverbs 15:3 speaks of 

the omnipresent eyes of YHWH, seeing both good and evil. These also speak of an end time work in both houses of Israel. 

The left eye is Ayen or I AM, or Judah and the right eye speaks of AYN, or I AM NOT, or LO AMI Efrayim Israel. Clearly the 

work we are about to understand, is being done among both eyes and both horns, or both houses of Israel. Sadly, we recall 

that the BULL APIS, is also associated with the EXODUS account or the redemption account of Israel from Egypt at 

PASSOVER. We see the BULL in connection with the EXODUS. Yet, though our forefathers abused the bull, we now will 

come to see that the constellations and particularly The Bull are for prophecy and times and seasons-moadeem, not for 

horoscopes and idolatries! 

 

In Hebrew Taurus is known as ALEPH, the FIRST, reminding us that Yahushua is the First and the Last! The Alf-Taf in 

Revelation 1:8. In Aleph, we have 7 stars, the Pleiades or sisters. Before Pesach, VENUS or KOCHEVET, or Zeroua-SEED in 

Hebrew, is called the BRIGHT AND MORNING STAR-Yahushua (Revelation 22: 16), who inspects the 7 sister stars, to see if 

HIS BRIDES are truly ready to celebrate the redemption of His Passover. By Passover a few days later, VENUS will 

intercourse or plant HIS SEED or ZERA and enter HIS WIVES, Pleiades, to make sure that He is in eternal marriage 

covenants with them. IN HEBREW the Pleiades IS KNOWN AS KEE-MAW, meaning the pivot or hinge. In other words, 

understanding Yahushua’s interaction with KEE-MAW, determines or is THE HINGE or the PIVOTAL heavenly sign for you 

to understand how this age ends and who the bride truly is! JOB 38:31 SAYS NO MAN CAN BIND THE SWEET INFLUENCES-

LOVE MOVEMENTS OF THE PLEIADES! Let us look further into these influential sweethearts! 

 

The 7 wives or sister wives, prophetically reveal the coming Kingdom on earth, where all end time 7 assemblies of 

Revelation 1:4 enter in with their Bridegroom Yahushua into the Kingdom. The activity in Taurus-Aleph, perfectly models 

the prophecy of Isaiah chapter 4:1, where 7 stars or 7 women are called by the Bridegroom’s Name, in the day when 

YAHUSHUA arises as VENUS, the Bright and Morning Star, to wash away the filth of the daughters of Zion! 

 

This matches perfectly with Revelation 19:5-9, where Moshiach is said to celebrate the PASSOVERS or The Marriage 

Suppers of the Lamb! Please note that these verses also speak of the fine linen of tzedakah-righteousness. In Hebrew the 

planet JUPITER is called TZEDAKAH! TZEDAKAH is in the constellation of Aires-the Ram, right NEXT TO VENUS-KOCHEVET, as 

it requires both Yahushua and HIS OWN RIGHTEOUSNESS granted to His 7 wives/assemblies, in order for them to be ready 

for both Pesach and eternity itself, the MARRIAGE PASSOVER SUPPERS of the Lamb! Wherever you find VENUS in the skies 

in Aviv, you will find HIS TZEDAKAH close by! We need both HIS BLOOD and HIS RIGHTEOUSNESS to be one of His 7 stars-

cochavim! 

 

Yahushua entering His wives on Passover speaks prophetically of the time when we will celebrate the Marriage Suppers in 

the heavens with our Moshiach. This heavenly sign every Pesach speaks of HIS LIGHT AND GLORY, TEFIRETH AND 



SHECHINAH, overshadowing all 7 end time wives, as the betrothed ones become the married ones. This plural marriage 

turns these 7 end time wives-assemblies into the ONE VIRTUOUS WOMAN or THE ESHET CHAYIL of Proverbs 31, with her 6 

other handmaidens. Those who continue to rail against biblical and blessed plural marriage, not only misrepresent YHWH 

and Scripture, but deny the affirmation of the plural nature of Messiah’s bride, as RECORDED FOR PERPETUITY IN THE 

HEAVENS! Recall that any truth from YHWH’s Word, is recorded in both the heavens and the earth. Be warned that if you 

continue to deny and accuse others on this vital restoration truth, you are denying both what has been declared on earth 

and in the heavens! ABBA thy will indeed be done on earth as it is being done in the heavens! 

 

Eshet Chayil can mean a spiritually battle ready and a warring woman, the certain wife to be of Yahushua, the soon to be 

wife of the neighboring constellation ORION or Chesil, the WARRIOR MESSIAH constellation and His belt of truth, 

representing the THREE PATRIARCHS, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. He conquers His enemies with the belt of Torah truth and 

the shield of faith and the CLUB or sword of the Set Apart Spirit! Some claim that Orion is Nimrod, but that is doubtful. 

Chesyl sounds much like chayel a warrior-soldier. 

 

SEVEN WIVES=SEVEN ASSEMBLIES=SEVEN LEADERS OR STARS-Revelation 1:20. 

 

The restoration of patriarchal marriage by the BRIGHT AND MORNING STAR in Aleph, is a sign that the Kingdom is right 

around the corner. These 7 women take hold of Venus at Pesach, while the full moon on the night of Aviv 14 declares the 

day of our redemption. The 7 days of Unleavened Bread are 7, because the 7 wives of Pleiades are washed and all leaven 

has been removed, so that they can consummate and be overshadowed by the Messiah, the Bridegroom-Venus. Each of 

the 7 brides has a private night with the King! One night with the King Messiah Yahushua, thus the 7 days of Unleavened 

Bread! All this occurs yearly in the constellation of Taurus-Aleph. 

 

To further confirm the marriages between VENUS and the 7 sisters in Aleph, with the imputed righteousness of TZEDAKAH-

Jupiter accompanying VENUS all month long, the SUN itself will now enter Taurus later in the month of Aviv-April, towards 

the end, around April 20
th,

 leaving Aires the Ram (when the Sun declares a New Year and that Yahushua is the Lamb/Ram 

substituted for mankind) and stays in Aleph, until about May 20
th

. THE SUN is both a type of Yahushua’s glory, as well as 

Jacob himself. The SUN teaches us prophetically that it is only the 7 blood washed wives descended from Jacob that will 

enter Yahushua’s Kingdom. In Joseph’s dream, the sun bowing is said to be our father JACOB! Genesis 37:9. We see in 

Psalm 19:4-5 that the SUN, or Jacob, will be married to Moshiach. THE SUN, Yahushua will marry Israel, the 7 wives and 

Jacob or Israel will marry Venus, the BRIGHT AND MORNING STAR Yahushua! All this happens in the heavens just before 

and at Pesach! The SUN comes out of HIS BRIDEGROOM CHAMBER according to Psalm 19:4-5, to meet, inspect and run the 

race towards His brides and then intercourses His set apart wives. The SUN also is said to CIRCLE or travel in a circle around 

HIS BRIDES, once He leaves His Bridegroom chamber to overshadow His wives (Psalm 19:1-6). This is reminiscent of the 

Hebrew wedding, dating back to Yahushua’s days on earth, when the man encircles the woman 7 times, once for each of 

Messiah’s 7 prophetic wives! When the SUN comes out of His chamber from the EAST, HE travels in a CIRCUIT across the 

heavens to join Venus in ALEPH in Aviv; then all signs point to Israel redeemed and pure, shining forever with Yahushua in 

Taurus, the Aleph constellation.  

 

But there’s more! Remember the one-time event seen in the Comet Elanon, or the Gavel, or “Announcement Comet” that 

was over Jerusalem at the Feast of Trumpets in Sept. 2011? Well, the fragments of Elanon or the Gavel or Hammer of EL, 

enters ALEPH-TAURUS just before Passover. Remember that Elanon is not the comet of judgment, but rather of warning 

and of announcement, that the last days are here and that the JUDGE is about to call a meeting to order at Pesach, to 

WARN all those not yet part of the 7 sisters, to prepare themselves for the Messiah’s coming or else! Elanon-The Gavel, is 

also a warning for us to escape the cities and urban areas, as we enter into some sort of self sustaining moshav type 

situation! Whether it is just your family or several families joining together! Please heed the warning! Prepare a Goshen! 

 

Once The Feast of Unleavened Bread is over on April 12
th

 2012, Venus gradually moves up the neck of Taurus due north. 

 

While all this occurs in Taurus, meanwhile in the constellation Betulah-Virgo, which stands for Sarah our matriarch, an 

awesome wonder happens, while Pesach and Unleavened Bread are being declared in Aleph!  

 



In Betulah or in the constellation Sarah, Israel’s sons are being told that the Shabbat of Aviv 15 is a double Shabbat, both a 

weekly and annual Shabbat, a Shabbat-Shabbaton! The actual Hebrew name of the planet Saturn is Shavtai or Shabat-

Shabbat. Shavtai is in the southeast, in the constellation of BETULAH. It is declaring a double Shabbat to the 7 sisters in 

Pleiades. The FULL moon on the night of the Passover declares your coming weekly Shabbat on the 15
th

 of Aviv and Shabtai-

Saturn, declares another annual Shabbat, in the constellation of Betulah in the southeast sky over Jerusalem. 

 

But that’s not all! There are 2 other constellations that declare Pesach and this season simultaneously as well. Standing 

directly opposite or anti or positioned AGAINST the glorious activity in Taurus is the planet Mars, in the constellation of Leo-

The Lion, in the northeastern sky. In Hebrew, the planet Mars is called Edom, or Ha-Ehdohm. He is not only positioned 

directly against or opposite Yahushua’s work in Aleph-Taurus in the northwest sky, but is in the LION constellation on 

Passover, in essence saying that HE is the real LION of heaven and earth and not Yahushua. But, as First Peter 5:7-9 reminds 

us, Mars-Edom-the Adversary The RED PLANET, simply roars and walks mimicking the LION OF JUDAH, but has no real bite 

and power over the work of Messiah in Taurus.  Mars or Edom is seen positioned as Moshiach-Neged or the anti-Messiah, 

opposing YHWH in the heavens, even as he does in the earth. Why does he walk on earth nowadays? Because the heavens 

portray and paint His total defeat in the stars and frankly, s.a.tan doesn’t like the picture or the picture frame! That is 

exactly why he has distorted the truth written in the heavens into a form of witchcraft, called the horoscope. 

 

At Pesach, in the hidden and deceptive constellation of Draco we see the serpent. His Head is crushed and buried in the 

dust of the earth by the work of Yahushua at Passover in Taurus. Draco was last seen on Yom Teruah-Feast of Trumpets 

over Jerusalem, with his ugly head lifted up towards the heavens; but because of the work of Passover and our Messiah, 

Draco’s head is now crushed with the face down, just into the Northern Horizon!  Now recall in Isaiah chapter 14, s.a.tan 

declares himself ruler over the moadeem-appointed times, as he declares that he sits on the mountain of the moed or Har 

Ha Moed, claiming to be “the lord of the feasts,” confusing and deceiving Israel and the world, as to the correct timing and 

significance of YHWH’s feasts. Now check this out! What is the correct biblical term for the 7
th

 month of the fall annual 

feasts? Right Ethaneem! Ethaneem means living or streaming water! That’s the month of the fall annual feasts-moadeem. 

Draco’s head of pride and arrogance are lifted up against the throne of YHWH Himself and his head is called by a 

counterfeit name, sounding similar to Ethaneem, with the ARABIC name of EthaMEEM, as OPPOSED to ETHANEEM. 

EthaMEEM, the head of the serpent s.a.tan-Draco, is considered the name of a defeated half HUMAN-half DEMON by that 

name. So we see the contrast between living waters from Yahuwah and DEMONIC dryness and disaster. EthaMEEMS head 

is crushed at Passover, while Jacob and Sarah’s sons are being set free in Aleph, and being called to a double Shabbat in 

Betulah, in much the same way that events unfolded on the earth under Jerusalem skies on Aviv 14 about 2,000 years ago. 

 

Within 6 short months from Trumpets to Passover, we see Genesis 3:15, the proto-evangelium, fulfilled, where Messiah’s 

work in Taurus, crushes and steps on the head of the serpent forever! For a while it looked bad for the Seed of the Woman, 

but because of His death at Passover, and resurrection 3 days later in Aleph (He rose in Aleph on Firstfruits) and His finished 

work in Aleph, s.a.tan’s seed Edom, or Mars and his counterfeit work in both Leo and Draco are now CRUSHED! Remember 

that YHWH is the Author of the heavens and it’s HIS STORY! He allows constellations like Draco and the planet Mars, to 

show you that HE, like us, has an adversary, yet an adversary that has been conquered. The heavens declare the glory, the 

Good News and the victory of YHWH through His Son Yahushua. It declares the future of those who triumph and overcome 

with Him and through Him! The Aleph-Taf destroys Draco at Pesach and His ugly head has been smashed. It is interesting to 

note that HaEhdom-Mars, is not only positioned opposite Aleph, but also opposite the constellation of Moshiach or Orion 

at Passover. 

 

After Unleavened Bread is over, during the counting of the blessed omer, VENUS-KOCHEVET gradually climbs up the 

NECK of Aleph, into the horn of Efrayim and later AT SHAVUOT the Feast of Weeks, give or take a day or two, stops 

between the horns of Taurus. YAHUSHUA IS SEATED BETWEEN THE HORNS OF TAURUS ON SHAVUOT! This shows that at 

Shavuot, His fire and refreshing wind will purge out all of Israel and will fill them with New Wine, after judging them to 

be faithful. Also amazingly, the Comet Elanon’s fragments enter Aleph and is seen parallel with VENUS, thus forming a 

band of promised judgment. Ezekiel 20:35-40 is where, in the horns of Aleph, the covenant is renewed on Shavuot, as it 

was in Jerusalem some 2,000 years ago, when the rebels (past deceived leaders) are removed and the remnant enters or 

passes under the ROD OR THE PARALLEL LINE of the covenant, formed by VENUS and ELANON! This all happens on 

Shavuot the Feast of Weeks. On Shavuot (May 26
th

) the SUN is in GEMINI-THE TWINS, or the 2 houses, showing that 

Jacob is being reunited by the bright fresh winds and the New Covenant Light of Shavuot, while Venus remains in Taurus! 



After Shavuot Venus travels back down through Taurus, an event that only happens twice every 200 or so years. This 

indicates that HIS work of judging, marrying and reuniting both houses of Israel is fully finished! KALA-MY BRIDE it is 

FINISHED! 

 

Final Note-Before the Feast of Trumpets-Teruah later in 2012, Venus the BRIGHT MORNING STAR enters GEMINI or The 

TWINS. Because the work of restoring Jacob is now finished, when Venus enters Gemini-the Twins, ELANON leaves the 

solar system forever never to return. This once in a lifetime comet, announced the entire process and the finished work 

among the TWINS, the 2 houses and then leaves the solar system forever!  

 

The Twins can be seen with the front twin carrying a bow, arrow and a harp, reminding us of Judah and King David, as seen 

in Zachariah 8:13 and Second Samuel 1:18. The rear twin carries a palm branch-lulav, reminding us of giving Yahushua 

praise at PASSOVER time (4 days before), when He entered Jerusalem as a re-gathering King. The 2 houses are in shalom 

and the promised restoration has come full circle. 

 

In that day, the 2 houses will become like Orion, a MIGHTY MAN in YHWH’s hand, conquering Edom and all our enemies! 

The heavens declare it and so shall it be! Selah! 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

-Hebrew Names for the Planets- 

 

Sun-Hammah or Shemesh 

Moon- Levanah 

Venus-Kochevet 

Mercury-Kochav 

Mars-Ma or ha Ehdohm 

Jupiter-Tzedekah 

Saturn-Sabtai 

 

 

 


